
3. Embellish the two die-cuts. 
 Place one on top of the other   
 and fold in half vertically. This   
 ensures alignment for attaching.

4. Attach the folded back of
 one shape to the inside of
 the left fold. 

Gate Fold Paper Dolls Circular & Square Wreath

1. Start with a square piece of paper. Fold the square into one   
 triangle. Then fold that triangle into another triangle, and fold  
 that triangle into a third triangle folding in the same direction.  
 The paper has now been folded into eights.

 

 

 

 

 

 

Swing open this Gate Fold to find a little lesson inside. This unique format 
uses any die as a pull for a card or report and creates distinctive cards 

for any subject, holiday or special occasion.

1. Fold both ends of a piece  
 of paper so that they meet  

at the midpoint of the paper.
This will make a gate card.

2. Die-cut desired decorative  
 shape twice. These shapes 
 will become the card “pulls” 
 or “handles.”

5. Align the other shape to
 make one complete shape,
 on the right fold. Adhere to
 the inside of the right fold.

6. When the Gate Fold   
 Card is closed, the 
 pulls that open the Card  
 come together to look like  
 a complete shape. 

3. Circular Wreath: Place the closed point of the triangle on the 
 bottom center of the shape extending past the cutting rule.* 

 Square Wreath: Place closed point toward bottom of the shape 
 so that the folded paper is perpendicular to the die design
 (see picture).*

 

 

2. Find the closed point of
 the folded triangle (the 
 center point of the  
 paper if opened).  

 

 

 

 

1. Start with a long strip of paper tall enough to cover the height
 of the chosen die.

2. Determine the width of the 
 accordion fold by measuring the
 distance between outermost 
 edges of the shape and making  
 the width of the fold just inside  
 the cutting rule on each side.

3. Accordion fold the paper, using the width measured as a   
 guide. The material used will dictate how many layers can  
 be cut. 

4.  Lay the folded paper on the die. The cutting rule should   
    extend on either side of the folded paper where the shape  
 is to connect. Keep folded paper edges inside two cutting  

rule edges. Slide the die and paper into an Ellison machine   
 and cut.

 

 

 

 

The size of the wreath depends on where the triangle is placed on the 
die and the size of the design. Just remember that the closed point 
has to be below the cutting rule.

Circular Wreath Square Wreath
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Fold,
Cut,

Connect

*Remember to keep folded paper edges two inside cutting      
 rule edges.

For creating a beautiful border with any Ellison Die, Paper Dolls pull 
out all the stops. Use them to help easily unfold concepts such as 

math equations, sequencing, symmetry, party decorations or 
subject-related crowns for young children.

Spotlight your students or any desired topic. A Circular & Square Wreath 
can create report covers, special messaging or display artwork for symmetry. 
Student pictures or names can also be put on die designs for bulletin board 

use or as a quick show of faces or names for math or reading groups.

See finished image at top. See finished image at top.
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Stay above the creative curve and try a Top Fold. With this fold, you 
can make eye-popping, three-dimensional bulletin boards, as well as 

stand-up cards and shapes to hang on kite string, fishing line or  
ribbon for banners or signs. 

From top to bottom, this Bottom Fold with Base creates a perfect 
stand-up centerpiece or individual place card. Use it for letters to 

practice spelling words or for easy identification exercises.

Any lesson comes to life with a Stand Up Fold. This fold makes 
marvelous three-dimensional cards while transforming greetings, 

invitations, reports and any learning center.

Open up a Side Fold for all sorts of possibilities. With Extra-Large Dies, 
you can create memorable writing and shape books. Large Dies give a 

brand new wrinkle to cards, invitations, stationery, mini reports, spelling 
booklets and more. Small Dies are just right for creating gift tags.

  Side Fold Top Fold Bottom Fold with Base  Stand Up Fold 

1. For the Top Fold, use a  
 piece of paper twice as long  
 as the die design to be cut.  
 Fold the paper in half. 

3. Slide the die and paper into an Ellison machine and cut.

4. Open the die-cut shape and re-fold so that the extra fold is  
 now inside. Use double-sided tape or glue to lightly fasten 
 the top of the shape together. The shape will now stand  
 on its own. 

2. Lay the folded edge of the paper just inside the cutting  
 rule on one sid e of the die to make the die-cut open  
 like a card or booklet. Be sure the cutting rule extends  
 beyond the edge of the fold.

3. Slide the die and paper into an Ellison machine and cut. 

3. Lay the folded edge of the paper just inside the cutting rule of  
 the top of the design. Be sure the cutting rule extends above  
 the edge of the fold.

4. Slide the die and paper into an Ellison machine and cut.  
 The result is a two-sided Ellison shape that will either stand 
 on its own or hang.

1. For the “Bottom Fold with Base,” the 
 paper needs to be twice as long as the  
 die design to be cut, plus an additional  
 inch. Fold the paper in half. At the  
 folded end, fold back again about 1/2".

2. Lay the folded edge of the paper just inside the rule along  
 the bottom of the die. The second fold needs to lay flat. 

1/2"

2. Open the folded paper and lightly number the backside of  
 the folds 1 to 8. Accordion fold the paper so that 4 and 5 are  
 back to back, and 2 and 3, and so forth.

1/2"

1/2"

1/2"

1. For the Stand Up Fold, measure width of desired shape.   
 Add 1/2" to the measurement  and multiply by four. This is  
 how wide your paper should be. Fold the paper in half, then  
 half again, and then half again.

3. Adhere 4 and 5 together  
 back to back, then 2 and  
 3, and 6 and 7. Leave 1  
 and 8 unglued.

1/2"
1/2"1/2"

1/2"

4. Lay the folded paper flat  
 with 3 and 4 on top. Die-cut  
 desired shape 3/4" from  
 top of the paper. 

5. To add an ornament to hang inside  
 the negative shape, die-cut a small  
 shape twice and sandwich a piece  
 of 3" white thread between the  
 shapes. Tape the thread between  
 fold 1 and 8 from the top of the  
 card, making sure that the shape  
 suspends at the center of the   
 negative shape. Adhere 1 and 8  
 back to back. Stand the card on its  
 four bottom edges.

1. For the Side Fold, use a piece of paper twice as wide as  
 the die design to be cut. Fold the paper in half.

To Make a Shape Book: 
Die-cut a colored sheet of 
paper plus several sheets 
of lined paper using the 
Side Fold technique. Attach 
using either staples, brads, 
string or ribbons.
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Crayon

18659
Tiny Tags
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Notepad Alphabet Capital Letters 4"

20564 - SM
Basic Beginnings Flower

11162
Circus Alphabet Capital Letters 3"

15910 - LG
Clock Face

15912 - LG
Clock Hands

14104 - LG
Paper Pal

13622
Tiny Hearts

16774 - SM
Organs Set (4 Die Set)

For more exciting lessons and ideas,
visit ellisoneducation.com.


